
 Heroic Journey
Most myths and many of our most famous stories and legends follow a set of steps referred to as the 
“Hero’s Journey” or a “Heroic Journey”. There are many steps involved in a heroic journey but they 
can be condensed into a simplified version which we will focus on.

There are 3 basic parts: 

1. Departure
2. Initiation
3. Return

Within these 3 parts there are specific categories of events, or steps, that occur.

Departure: The process of leaving for the quest or adventure. Innocence/childhood is left 
behind.

Birth: There is something significant or unusual about the hero’s birth. His 
father/mother is supernatural; he is a twin; born on a stormy night, etc.
This signals that the child being born is no ordinary individual but is destined for great things.

Call to Action:The hero is called to begin a quest. Something taken from him or his family, his quest is 
to reclaim it. He may want to save or restore honour: his own, his family's. Something is not permitted 
to members of his society, and he must win these rights for his people.

The hero may be reluctant or even refuse the call at first.

Allies: All heros have allies or companions that help them on their quest. Often a wise 
old man or woman gives valuable advice or a talisman or charm to aid the hero.

Initiation: The hero is tested and learns about his own strengths and weaknesses. He will 
often experience a change within himself along the way.

Challenges Faced: All heros must face obstacles on their path to their ultimate goal. 

Facing the Abyss: Hero’s lowest point. He faces death (real or symbolic) and may actually die and 
go to the underworld. 

Return: Hero achieves goal and must make return journey, completing the cycle.

Goal Achieved: Hero successfully reaches his goal, frees the damsel, saves the day, etc. Quest is 
completed and all tasks have been carried out.

Return of the Hero: The hero may be reluctant to return to his normal life or he may be eager to get 
back home to loved ones. His success is celebrated.


